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Abstract. In a large-scale cluster system with many applications running on it, 

cluster-wide I/O access workload disparity and disk saturation on only some 

storage servers have been the severe performance bottleneck that deteriorates 

the system I/O performance. As a result, the system response time will increase 

and the throughput of the system will decrease drastically. In this paper, we 

present a load-aware data placement policy that will distribute data across the 

storage servers based on the load of each server and automatically migrate data 

from heavily-loaded servers to lightly-loaded servers. This policy is adaptive 

and self-managing. It operates without any prior knowledge of application 

access workload characteristics or the capabilities of storage servers. It can 

make full use of the aggregate disk bandwidth of all storage servers efficiently. 

Performance evaluation shows that our policy will improve the aggregate I/O 

bandwidth by 10%-20% compared with random data placement policy 

especially under mixed workloads.  
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1   Introduction 

Cluster computing has been widely used in many fields such as weather research, 

geophysics, finance, information service and so on [1]. These applications not only 

need high-performance computing ability, but also generate large amount of data, 

hence I/O performance has a significant influence on the execution time of the 

applications. Moreover, the data set size of many applications can be petabyte and is 

increasing gradually now and in the future [2, 3, 4].  

In almost all of the environments, the file size distribution is approximately 

lognormal or a mixture of lognormal [5, 6, 7]. The file size among files differs so 

great that it will arise some problems if files are not placed properly. If large files 

from applications are all stored on the same servers, the disk space of these servers 

will be exhausted while that of others will be under-used. However, if the server’s 

disk is over-utilized, its I/O performance will degrade acutely [8] and even worse, the 

write operation may fail if there is no space left in the disk for the newly created files. 

It will be the bottleneck and failure point of the whole system despite the average disk 

usage of the system is so low that it has much large space left really. Additionally, in 



some environments, the read/write requests are distributed uniformly among storage 

servers [9], while in others, the distribution is so uneven [6] that the data access 

workloads are very different among storage servers. The I/O performance of those 

I/O-overloaded servers will decline because there are many read/write requests 

waiting for disk I/O. Hence, those servers will be the performance bottleneck of the 

whole system and the response time will increase drastically. With the rapidly 

growing I/O demand of data-intensive or I/o-intensive applications [10], the impact of 

disk I/O on overall system performance is becoming more and more important. 

 In general, I/O load imbalance and disk space saturation will engender the system 

bottleneck, decrease the read/write performance and increase system response time. It 

is a vital issue to avoid such situations as possible .An efficient data placement policy 

is potentially one of the best ways to relieve or eliminate these problems by 

distributing and arranging the application’s data among the storage servers 

intelligently and efficiently.  

In this paper, we propose a load-aware data placement policy to adaptive distribute 

data among storage servers. It defines method to evaluation the load of storage system, 

which will consider both workload and disk utilization. Based on the evaluation result, 

it chooses the location of a new created file. Multiple locations will be chosen if the 

file keeps multiple replicas. When load imbalance or disk saturation occurs, the 

evaluation method can also guide data migration process to achieve system balance. 

The evaluation shows that our data placement policy can diminish the situation of 

disk saturation. By adjusting data distribution through evaluating system load, higher 

I/O throughput can be achieved as we can maintain workload balance in most of the 

time.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 that follows, related 

work in the literature is briefly reviewed. In section 3, we describe the prototype file 

system DCFS3. Section 4 describes the load-aware data placement policy for cluster 

file system. Evaluation is given in section 5. Finally we will conclude this paper in 

section 6.  

2   Related Work 

Pseudo-random hash method has been widely used in file systems and storage 

systems to distribute files among storage servers. All of the hash related works do not 

consider the I/O access difference of storage servers. However, some of them have 

taken the heterogeneity of disks into account. Chord [12] adapts consistent hashing[11] 

to select the data storage location. However, it does not take the difference of I/O 

workload and storage usage among servers into account. Choy [13] has proposed 

extendible hashing for perfect distribution of data to disks. But it does not support 

necessary features such as weighting of storage servers and data replication. 

Honicky[14] presents the RUSH algorithms for balanced distribution of data to disks, 

which support weighting of disks and data replication. However, these algorithms rely 

on iteration for producing the same sequence of numbers regardless of the number 

actually required, and the large-scale iterations increase the allocation time. 

CRUSH[15] most closely resembles the RUSH family of algorithms upon which it is 



based. It fully generalizes the useful elements of RUSHP and RUSHT which resolving 

previous issues. But it also does not consider I/O load balance of servers. 

Brinkmann[16] proposes an efficient, distributed data placement policy of pseudo-

random distribution data to multiple disks using partitioning of the unit ranges for 

SAN. Wu and Burns [17] build on this work to provide a storage system which can 

balance metadata workload by moving file sets among storage servers. These methods 

can relocate data sets to rebalance the load. However, they all do not support the 

placement of replicas. 

A large body of work can be found in the literature that addresses the issue of 

balancing the load of disk I/O. Many dynamic load management techniques for 

parallel systems are designed for homogeneous clusters. Workload is transferred from 

heavily loaded servers to lightly loaded ones. Another series of techniques allow for 

server heterogeneity but requires all servers to periodically broadcast I/O load and 

available storage space. Utopia [18] uses prior knowledge of non-uniform server 

capabilities and makes load adjustment decisions based on the available CPU 

utilization, free memory size and disk bandwidth updates for each server. Zhu et al 

[19] use knowledge of server storage capacity and employ a metric that combines 

available CPU cycles and storage capacity of each server to select a server to process 

the incoming requests. Lee et al. [20] propose two file assignment algorithms that 

balance the load across all disks. The I/O load balancing policies in these studies have 

been shown to be effective in improving overall system performance by fully utilizing 

the available hard drives. Xiao Qin et al. [21] develop two effective I/O-aware load 

balancing schemes, which make it possible to balance I/O load by assigning I/O-

intensive sequential and parallel jobs to the node with light I/O load. However, the 

above techniques are insufficient for automatic computing platforms due to the lack 

of adaptability. Dynamo [22] is a distributed replicated storage system used in 

Amazon. It maps the virtual node which is I/O-intensive to the server node which can 

provide higher I/O bandwidth to achieve the I/O load balance. It also distributes all 

virtual storage nodes to the hash ring uniformly to achieve the balance of storage 

utilization. It is only suitable when the request size is similar. In the system Sorrento, 

Tang et al [24] weight two factors of storage utilization and I/O workload of the 

providers to get an integral load factor, which will be used to choose the segment’s 

storage location. The system dynamically adjusts the segments’ location to balance 

I/O load and storage usage among the providers. But it relies on the prior-knowledge 

of the applications to determine how to combine these two factors together efficiently 

and its I/O workload factor can only reflect the disk I/O status of one special moment. 

BASIL[28] achieves load balancing by modeling of workloads and devices, however, 

it only solve balance problem with focus on I/O workload and not space utilization.  

 Existing data placement methods considers either disk usage or I/O load. And 

some of them requires almost equal request size, or rely on prior knowledge of 

workload characteristics. We propose an adaptive and self-managing data placement 

method that takes both disk storage and I/O load into account. Our method is designed 

for common environments with very diverse I/O requests. And it operates without any 

prior knowledge of workload characteristics or the capabilities of storage servers.   



3   Background 

In this section, we will give a brief overview of the basic architectural features of 

DCFS3 which is the fundamental system for this work. DCFS3 is a high performance 

cluster file system designed for supercomputers. It consists of Metadata Server 

(MDS), Object-based Storage Device (OSD) and Client, which are connected by 

AMP (Asynchronous Message Passing). The architecture of DCFS3 is shown in 

Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1. DCFS3 architecture 

The primary goals of this architecture are scalability, performance and reliability. 

DCFS3 maximizes the separation of file system metadata management from the 

storage of file data. Metadata information and operations are collectively managed by 

MDS. In DCFS3, MDS doesn't only maintain namespace metadata, but also maintain 

data location. To provide high performance management, MDS holds all the metadata 

in memory [27]. Clients interact directly with OSDs to perform file I/O operations. 

All OSDs are divided into multiple OSD groups, and OSDs within the same group 

have the same hardware configurations. When creating a new file, MDS will choose 

an OSD group and stripe the new file across all the OSD within the same group. To 

support high availability, replica technology is implemented in data storage. If a file 

will be maintained with 3 replicas, MDS will choose 3 OSD groups to place its 3 

replicas when creating this file. 

4 Load-Aware Data Placement and Load Balance Mechanism 

In this section, we first describe how to measure the storage server’s load and how to 

choose file’s storage location based on the load. Then we will discuses load balance 

mechanism. 

4.1 Storage Server Load 

Due to unexpected data access workload and big difference of file size and file life 

time, the following two conditions are unavoidable. One is that some storage servers 

are saturated while others are relatively vacant. The other is that some servers’ disk 



I/O is heavy while others’ is light. In these two conditions, those overloaded servers 

will be the bottleneck of the whole system. As a result the throughput will decrease 

and the response time will increase. Therefore, we should combine the server’s I/O 

workload and its disk storage utilization efficiently when measuring its load.  

We use an ordered pair to define the load f, ( )sl fff ,=  where lf  is I/O 

workload of the server and sf is disk storage utilization. In our data placement policy 

and load balance mechanism, we will first consider its I/O workload lf , then its disk 

utilization sf . In the following sections, we will treat these two factors separately and 

orderly.  

For the server’s I/O workload, we measure it by the average bandwidth utilization 

ratio of the disk during the two contiguous load collections. By extending the method 

of Linux command iostat when computing the disk bandwidth utilization ratio of a 

special hard disk during a small time interval, we can get the average disk bandwidth 

utilization ratio ]1,0[∈lf  during the load collection time interval. For the server’s 

storage utilization, we measure it by disk space usage of the disk, which can be 

computed from the fields by calling vfs_statfs. We use it as the storage utilization 

factor ]1,0[∈sf .  

An efficient data placement policy should consider the disparity of I/O workload 

among storage servers when arranging the data locations. To fully utilize all storage 

server’s disk bandwidth, the I/O workload should be averaged among all storage 

servers. Meanwhile, storage utilization must also be taken into account to avoid disk 

saturation, which is also the cause of performance bottleneck.  

4.2 Loads-Aware Data Placement 

When creating a new file, the Client will send a message to MDS which will 

determine the OSD location for this new file and MDS must avoid the previously 

mentioned bottleneck problems. Due to this, we propose a location selection method 

based on the probability distribution of the loads on all OSDs. Each OSD group has a 

load factor f which we discussed before. The selection probability of one OSD group 

is determined by its load proportion of all OSD groups load. The larger the percentage, 

the smaller probability it will be selected. The proportion is negatively correlated to 

the selection probability. During the load collection interval, all the newly created 

files will be distributed among all the OSD groups statistically. 

Let’s take an example to explain how this method works. We assume that there 

are 3 OSD groups and every OSD group has a load 0.2, 0.8, 0.4. The load can be 

either fl or fs. The selection probability of each OSD group is like the following: 
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Then [0, 1) can be divided into 3 sub-ranges, [0, 4/7) is assigned to OSD group 1, 

[4/7, 5/7) is assigned to OSD group 2, [5/7, 1) is assigned to OSD group 3. When 

creating a new file, a random real number )1,0[∈ε  will be generated and the OSD 



group whose range contains ε will be selected. With this method, the newly created 

files will be distributed among all OSD groups statistically according to their load. 

 To maximize the system performance by fully utilizing the aggregate disk 

bandwidth, when evaluating the load of storage system, we firstly considered the 

workload and then the disk utilization. After an OSD group is chosen in Formula-1, 

its dist utilization must be checked to skip disk saturation. If any OSD in the group 

exceeds 95%, it will be discarded and the selection procedure will repeat. The pseudo-

code is shown in Figure 2.  

1) Check if I/O workload of OSD groups in the system is balanced. 

2) If not, use the I/O workload as the load factor to choose the file storage location. 

By applying the above method, the probability of selecting OSD group i is as 

follows, N is the number of OSD groups. 
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3) If yes, use the storage utilization as the load factor to choose the file storage 

location. By applying the above method, the probability of selecting OSD group 

i is  
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4) When we get an OSD group based on the ip and the Random value )1,0[∈ε  

(Algorithm FSBL line 10-17), we need to check the disk usage of all OSDs in 

this group (Algorithm FSBL line 18-23). If there is someone whose disk usage 

exceeds 95%, then go back to step 1) to choose another OSD group (Algorithm 

FSBL line 24-26). If all the selections fail, it returns error as it indicates that the 

average disk usage of the system has exceeded 95% (Algorithm FSBL line 28-

29). The system need to be expanded by mean of adding new storage servers.  

4.3 Load Balance Mechanism 

After files are stored based on storage server’s load, disparity of I/O workload and 

disk saturation may also take place as the application workload is keep changing and 

unpredictable. We first identify these two conditions and then take actions as data 

migration to eliminate them. 

4.3.1. Load Balance Measurement 

 



 

Figure 2.  Pseudo-code of load-aware data placement 

 The above two circumstances should be differentiated separately in that they are 

two different aspects that influence the system performance. For I/O workload 

imbalance, we identify it by using the general method that combines mean deviation 

and standard deviation, that is ( ) ( )f C fµ σ± × . The constant C can be adjusted. 

Through evaluation in section 5.1 we set it to 3 to achieve the best balance between 

performance and efficiency. Then we can get the confidential 

interval )](3)(),(3)([ llll ffff σµσµ ×+×− . When I/O workload of all storage 

servers is within the range, it means that I/O workload of the whole system is 

balanced. If there is one server whose I/O workload goes beyond the upper bound, it 

indicates that this server’s I/O workload is so heavy that I/O workload of the whole 

system is imbalance. In this situation, data migration must be triggered to rebalance 

the load. In our system, we will use OSD group as unit to determine its I/O workload 

balance. Because the data of a file is striped across an OSD group and the variance of 

file access frequency results in I/O workload difference among OSD groups. And I/O 

1: Algorithm: File Storage Based on Load (FSBL) 

2: find_flag = 0; 

3: unavail_osd_group = Φ ; 

4: cur_group_ok = 1; 

5: if ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) numgroupi
l
f

l
f

l
f

l
f

i
fl _,,2,1],3,3[ L=∀×+×−∈ σµσµ  then 

6:  calculate pi with Formula- 2 for each group i; 

7: else 

8: calculate pi with Formula -1 for each group i; 

9: endif 

10: while find_flag == 0 do 

11:  generate a real random number ε in [0, 1); 

12: for each group i in the system do 

13:  if ∑<
=

i

j
jp

0

ε  then

  

 

14:   cur_group_id  =  i ; 

15:   break; 

16:  endif 

17: endfor 

18:    for each osd in osd_group[cur_group_id] osd_ i do 

19:  if osd_i.disk_usage >= SATURATION_FLAG then 

20:   cur_group_ok = 0; 

21:   break; 

22:  endif 

23: endfor 

24: if cur_group_ok == 1 then 

25:  find_flag = 1;        

26:  return cur_group_id; 

27: else 

28:  if unavail_osd_group == all_osd_group then 

29:   retrun -1;   // file allocation failed. 

30:  else 

31:   add cur_group_id to unavail_osd_group; 

32:   continue;   

33:  endif   

34: endif 

35: endwhile 



workload of OSDs within the same OSD group is almost balanced. Hence, load 

balance of all OSD groups is equivalent to system-wide load balance. 

For the server disk space saturation, we identify it by determining whether the disk 

usage is more than or equal to a SATURATION_FLAG, which we set it as 95% to 

achieve balance between disk utilization and disk availability. In a cluster system 

which runs with many applications, there will be numerous fragments in the disk. 

When the disk usage ratio exceeds 95%, not only the write performance will decrease 

rapidly, but also the server is in danger of running out of disk. This server will be the 

access bottleneck or the write failure point. Herein, some data from the saturated disk 

should migrate to other disks as soon as possible.  

MDS collects the two load information periodically, and determines whether the 

load is balance. If not, the data migration will happen. 

4.4 Data Migration 

Each object file has a dynamic access frequency, which will change over time. A hot 

object file is the one that is being actively accessed recently, while a cold object file is 

the one that has not been accessed for quite a while. Usually, the hot ones are more 

likely to be accessed in the near future than the cold ones. The last access time (LAT) 

will be used to measure the temperature of the object file, that is, a more recent LAT 

stands for a higher temperature while an ever long LAT represents a lower 

temperature. And the distribution of object files in relation to temperature is typically 

bimodal. Almost all of the object files are either hot or cold, with few lukewarm ones 

between them.  

We should adopt different data migration strategies for access overload and disk 

saturation respectively. However, they are all including the following four key aspects. 

The pseudo-code is shown in Figure 3 and it includes two sub-algorithms DMDS and 

DMII. 

1) Data Migration Occasion. We will trigger the data migration operation under 

two situations. When MDS has got the system’s load information, it first  check 

whether there is a server whose disk usage ratio has achieved or exceeded 95% 

(Algorithm DMDS line 2-7). If there is, it should check if there exists some 

server whose disk usage is smaller than 95%. If it exists, the data migration will 

happen, otherwise, it indicates that the disk usage of all the servers is greater 

than 95%. At this situation, new storage devices need to be added to the cluster 

file system to provide continuous high performance disk I/O. Second, if the 

workload of a OSD group beyond the confidential interval as in Algorithm DMII 

line 2-3, data migration must be triggered to cool the hot OSD group.  

2) Data Migration Source and Destination. That means data will be moved from 

which OSD and to which OSD. For I/O workload imbalance, data will be moved 

out from OSD group with the highest I/O workload and to one OSD group with 

the lowest I/O workload (Algorithm DMII line 4). Each OSD within the source 

OSD group and the destination OSD group will be one-to-one corresponded as 

the source and destination. For server disk saturation, its data will be moved to 

one or several OSDs whose disk usage is low (Algorithm DMDS line 8-23). The 



reason that we choose several destinations is to avoid the destination to be the 

bottleneck after data migration. 

 

Figure 3.  Pseudo-code of data migration 

3) Data Migration Object. That means what data and how much should be migrated. 

For I/O workload imbalance, hot data will be migrated preferably. The 

proportion of data migrated can be adjusted according to the data scale of 

1: Algorithm: data migration 

2: collect_osd_load(osd_disk_usage[], osd_ioload[]); //osd_disk_usage[] is ascendant 

3: call Algorithm DMDS  // to handle the situation of disk saturation 

4: call Algorithm DMII   // to handle the situation of I/O workload imbalance 

 

1: Algorithm: Data Migration of Disk Saturation (DMDS) 

2: osd_disk_saturation[] = Φ ; 

3: for each osd osd_i in system do 

4: if osd_i.disk_usage >= SATURATION_FLAG then 

5:  add osd_i to osd_disk_saturation; 

6: endif 

7: endfor 

8: for each osd osd_i in osd_disk_saturation do 

9:  data_migration_quantity= 

10:  osd_i. disk_capacity*(osd_i.disk_usage–system_average_disk_usage); 

11: index = temp = 0; 

12: initilize dest_osd_data[]; 

13: for each osd osd_iter in osd_disk_usage[] do 

14:  avail_space= 

15:  osd_iter.disk_capacity*(system_average_disk_usage-osd_iter.disk_usage); 

16:  temp += avail_space; 

17:  if temp <= data_migration_quantity then 

18:   dest_osd_data[index ++] = avail_space; 

19:  else 

20:   dest_osd_data[index ++] = temp - data_migration_quantity; 

21:   break; 

22:  endif 

23: endfor 

24: total_migration_size = 0; 

25: for osd_iter = 0 to index do 

26:  migrate cold object files preferably to the osd_iter; 

27:  update total_migration_size; 

28:  if total_migration_size >= dest_osd_data[osd_iter] then 

29:   break; 

30:  endif 

31: endfor 

32: endfor 

 

1: Algorithm: Data Migration of Ioload Imbalance (DMII) 

2: for each group osd_group_i in system do 

3:   if ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) numgroupi
l
f

l
f

l
f

l
f

i
fl _,,2,1],3,3[ L=∀×+×−∉ σµσµ

 
then 

4:    find the osd group with the lowest ioload: dest_osd_group ; 

5:    for osd_index=0 to nr_osd_in_group in osd_group_i do 

6:      total_migration_size = 0; 

7:      migrate hot files from osd_group_i[osd_index] to dest_osd_group[osd_index]; 

8:      update total_migration_size; 

9:      if total_migration_size >= osd_group_i[osd_index].total_size*5% then 

10:       break; 

11:     endif 

12:   endfor 

13:  endif 

14: endfor 

 



applications (Algorithm DMII line 5-11). For server disk saturation, cold data 

will be migrated preferably so that the impact to the normal file access will be 

minimized. We can compute the optimal quantity of migrated data with 

reference to the OSD’s current disk usage, the average disk usage of the whole 

system and the destination OSD’s disk usage ratio (Algorithm DMDS line 24-

31). 

4) Data Migration Manner. That is how the data will be migrated. For I/O workload 

imbalance, we have determined the one-to-one relationship of the source OSD 

and the destination OSD. Data migration will take place among every pair of 

these OSDs in parallel. And within every OSD, multi-thread will be used to 

move object files. For server disk saturation, the source OSD will use multi-

thread to migrate some object files from itself to other OSDs. 

5. Performance Evaluation 

This section evaluates the performance of our load-aware data placement policy. The 

system configuration of DCFS3 consists of one MDS, 3 OSD groups with 2 OSDs in 

each group and six Clients. MDS is configured with two AMD Opteron 2.2 GHz 

processors and 2GB RAM. All OSDs and Clients are configured of virtual servers 

created by VMware which include one Intel Xeon Processor (2.0GHz) and 1 GB 

RAM. All of the servers have one 146GB, 10k rpm Seagate SCSI disk and are 

connected by Gigabit Ethernet.  

5.1 Load balance interval constant 

We have shown that constant C of the confidential interval is set to 3 when 

determining the I/O load balance. We will compare different constant set (C=1, 2, 3, 4) 

from running time, data migration frequency and data migration quantity. We 

simulate the burst I/O requests in some occasion of scientific computing applications 

[9] to evaluate the impact of constant C. File number that will be created is 500. The 

file size distribution is suitable for the lognormal distribution [9]. The total size of 

each Client is about 22GB. Table 1 shows the test results. The interval range of 

constant 4 is so broad that almost all servers I/O workload belong to the interval even 

if the I/O workload disparity is extremely large and running time increases by 6%. 

The running time of constant 1 and 2 increases by 8% and 5% because there are so 

many data migration operations and a large amount of data has been migrated. And 

there are some data thrashing that consumes the system disk bandwidth. Therefore, 3 

is the optimal value of constant C. 



Table 1. Test results of constant C 

5.2 Throughput  

We simulate three scenarios of system I/O workload balance, imbalance [9] and no 

I/O workload to compare the system throughput between random data placement 

(RDP) and load-aware data placement policy with (LADP-with migration) or without 

data migration (LADP-without migration). For load imbalance, we make the 

following scene: the average disk bandwidth utilization of the first two OSDs is 100%, 

the middle two OSDs is 50%, and the last two OSDs has no I/O workload. For load 

balance, we make the following scene: the average disk bandwidth utilization of all 

OSDs is 40-50%. The test will be taken under 1, 2, 4, 6 client configurations and all 

clients execute the test example as in section 5.1 concurrently.  

Figure 4 shows throughput under circumstance of no I/O workload. We can see 

from the figure that throughput of LADP-without migration improves by 3.3%, 5.02%, 

5.12% and 5.4% compared with RDP. Figure 5 shows throughput under 

circumstances of balanced load. We can see from the figure that throughput of LADP-

without migration improves by 2.5%, 3.0%, 3.7% and 5.6% compared with RDP. 

Figure 6 shows throughput under of load imbalance. We can see from the figure that 

throughput of LADP-with migration improves by 2.3%, 17.5%, 18.1% and 21.2% 

compared with RDP and throughput of LADP-without migration improves by 1.9%, 

9.1%, 10.3% and 11.2% compared with RDP. 

In the circumstance of no load and load balance, the system will undertake some 

I/O burden because several clients are writing files concurrently. LADP-without 

migration can consider the real-time load distribution of the system and choose the 

suitable servers to store the newly created files. Hence, its throughput will be 

improved for uniformly utilizing the system aggregate disk bandwidth. In 

circumstance of load imbalance, the system will undertake mixed I/O burden, not 

only because several clients are writing files concurrently but also other applications 

have brought out the current load imbalance. LADP-without migration can consider 

the current load distribution of the system and choose the suitable file storage servers. 

In addition to this, LADP-with migration can fully utilize the system aggregate disk 

bandwidth and improve throughput by data migration. 

Therefore, the system resource contention on data servers can significantly 

degrade the overall I/O performance, and skipping hot-spots can substantially 

improve the I/O performance when load on storage servers is highly imbalanced. 

C Running time Migration frequency Migration quantity 

1 +8% 8/10 4.8GB 

2 +5% 5/10 2.9GB 

3 0 1/10 402MB 

4 +6% 0/10 0 
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Figure 4. Throughput when the current system has no workload  
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Figure 5. Throughput when the current system has some workload and the load is balance 
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Figure 6. Throughput when the current system has some workload but the load is not balance 

5.3 mpiBLAST application 

The mpiBLAST [25] is the parallel implementation of the biological sequence search 

tool BLAST. By utilizing distributed computational resources through database 

fragmentation, query fragmentation and parallel I/O, mpiBLAST improves 

performance of BLAST by several orders of magnitudes. Since DCFS3 provides 

cluster-wide shared name space and mpiBLAST runs directly on them through 

parallel I/O interfaces, the worker does not need the copying procedure in the parallel 



I/O implementations. It is separated into two steps. The first one is to divide the whole 

database into multiple segments, that is mpiformatdb. The second one is mpiexec, 

which is each worker searches one database fragment using the entire query. Previous 

research has shown that the length of 90% of the query sequences used by biologists 

is within the range of 300-600 characters [26] and the second step usually takes a few 

minutes. But the first step will take dozens of minutes. Therefore, our focus is to 

decrease the run time of the first step mpiformatdb. 

We use the sequence database month.est_others and est_mouse, which are the 

nucleotide sequence databases in non-redundant form, freely available from download 

at NCBI web site. We compare the running time between RDP and LADP-with 

migration. The fragmentation number is 25, 50 and 100, and Figure 7 and 8 show the 

experiment results. In these three fragmentation number, the fragmentation time 

decreases by 10.2%, 13.9%, and 17.1% for month.est_others and the fragmentation 

time decreases by 7.5%, 9.1%, and 9.2%s for est_mouse. Our experiments show that 

with the load-aware data placement, mpiBLAST greatly outperforms random data 

placement.  
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Figure 7. mpiBLAST fragmentation time of month.est_others 
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Figure 8. mpiBLAST fragmentation time of est_mouse 

 



6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a load-aware data placement policy which is implemented on 

a large-scale cluster file system DCFS3. In order to avoid performance bottleneck, 

both I/O workload and storage utilization should be considered when measuring the 

load of storage system. Data migration is triggered to balance the system-wide load 

when it is imbalanced. We distinguish two different scenes of load imbalance and 

take different actions. We propose a probability-based load-aware data placement 

method. When creating a new file, its location is chosen based on I/O workload first, 

then the storage utilization. Our experiments show that by considering these two load 

factors and data migration, disk bandwidth of all servers can be fully utilized and the 

throughput increases obviously.  

In this work, we only evaluate the influence of disk resource contention. Clearly, 

the load conditions of CPU, memory and network can also influence the throughput 

and response time. We will study the impact of contention of these resources in the 

future work. 
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